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Our 
standard
In the current car wash sector, vacuuming 
and car wellness facilities have become the 
norm. Ergox offers a complete solution that 
exceeds this standard. With our years of 
experience in central vacuum systems, we 
have elevated the vacuuming experience 
experience in car washes to a higher level, 
with professional performance and minimal 
costs and disruptions. 

Ergox takes away all concerns, not only 
during the planning and construction of the 
system but throughout its entire lifespan. 

We set a new benchmark for car washes 
striving for outstanding customer satisfaction, 
efficiency, energy savings, and profitability.

↑ 
Control 
panel

↑ 
Vacuum 

pump/blower

↑ 
Fine dust
final filter

↑ 
Cyclone

filter

↑ 
Heavy duty 

vacuum 
system

↑ 
Waste bin, 
air pressure 
system and 

carpet clamp 

← Always supervise!
 Monitor, guide, and
 take action, wherever
 you are.
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Vacuum nozzle
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holder

↑ 
Payment 
system



All benefits
and facts

Entrepreneur

Reliability guaranteed
Ergox systems always deliver
top performance, even under 
high pressure.

Revenue boosting
Using an Ergox system
results in increased revenue.

Energy efficiency
Ergox systems consume no
energy when not in use, which
is logical but unique with Ergox.

Global effectiveness
Equipped car wash systems
clean over 25,000,000 cars
worldwide annually.

Flexibility
Ergox systems are fully
customizable to any situation,
preference, or layout.

Ease of maintenance
No hassle with dirty filters. 
Filters are automatically cleaned, 
minimal maintenance required.

Full control
Complete (remote) control
for maximum efficiency.

System management
- Energy management
- Turbine balancing system
- Vacuum hose and pipe
 "flow control"
- Automatic pipe cleaning
- Remote control
- Data usable for statistics

End user

Excellent experience
The experience with an
Ergox system always exceeds
the user's expectations.

Optimal suction power
Always guaranteed
powerful suction.

Quick results
Very fast and 
clean results.

Environment

Energy saving
Ergox continually develops 
and improves technologies 
to save energy.

Sustainability
Ergox vacuum systems are
reliable, long-lasting, and
almost entirely recyclable.

Future-proof
Our Ergox-systems are 
future-ready, with the ability 
to add or upgrade new 
technologies, reducing 
the need for replacements.
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"Anything is possible" 
approach!

Discover the limitless possibilities with 
our innovative Ergox central vacuum 
systems! Whether it's for a car wash 
or car wellness facility, we offer a wide 
range of solutions perfectly tailored to 
every budget and specific need.



Installation 
examples

Standard

Stand-alone pillar system for piping support. 
Ideal when no roof or wall is available. It's a 
cost-effective modern solution for independent 
systems.

The system offers the possibility to add or 
integrate different options, such as carpet 
clamps, parapet, lighting, air pressure guns, 
waste bins, payment systems.

Curved

This pipe support system provides support 
for pipes and features a trendy and modern 
design, with the option to integrate sunroofs.
The use of sunroofs is recommended in 
combination with curved pillars, which is a 
striking feature of modern car washes. These 
sunroofs are made of sturdy yet lightweight 
material that blocks up to 70% of the sunlight.

The system offers the possibility to add or 
integrate different options, such as carpet 
clamps, parapet, lighting, air pressure guns, 
waste bins, payment systems.

T-form

Stand-alone pillar system for piping support. 
Ideal when cars can be parked on both sides 
of the row of pillars.

The system offers the possibility to add or 
integrate different options, such as carpet 
clamps, parapet, lighting, air pressure guns, 
waste bins, payment systems.
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Limitless possibilities
and combinations

Universal pillar

Discover our universal stand-alone pillar, 
perfect for mounting various ERGOX car wash 
accessories. This compact solution provides space 
for vacuum nozzle holders, air gun holders, waste 
bins, carpet clamps and tire inflators. Delivered 
as standard, ready to install, it offers convenience 
and efficiency for your car wash installation.

This system significantly increases freedom of 
movement for the customer. It allows to create 
a walkway or sidewalk where mat brushing 
machines can be placed, giving customers more 
space to move around.

Parapet

Our stainless steel (SS) balustrade serves as the 
perfect base for mounting the vacuum nozzle 
holders with sensors.

The wiring of the sensors can be discreetly and 
safely concealed. This system also makes it easy 
to install other accessories, such as carpet clamps, 
waste bins or air pressure gun holders.

Multibox

All-in-one solution combining waste bin, vacuum 
nozzle holder, air gun holder and carpet clamp in 
one modern unit. Additionally, customization to 
your style is possible, with the option to choose 
from various RAL colors and to add your logo.

This example demonstrates how the indoor 
pillar system is combined with suspension 
support system, allowing the pipes to be 
mounted at a desired height.



Wide selection 
of accessories

Automatic 
tire inflator

Our tire inflator makes 
tire pressure monitoring 
simple and reliable, with 
a sturdy metal housing 
and convenient integrated 
display.

Payment systems

Discover our advanced 
payment systems: choose 
between payment per spot 
with contactless, coin, 
or token options in our 
standalone pillar systems, 
or opt for a central payment 
terminal with contactless 
payment, barcode scanner, 
and coin acceptor for 
maximum user-friendliness.

Carpet holder

A sturdy and ergonomic 
clamp for mats, designed for 
effortless vacuuming of car 
floor mats.

Full 
control
All system parameters 
are monitored and 
stored via the touchscreen 
display, including power 
management, suction 
power, working hours 
and payments, with the 
possibility of remote 
control via the ERGOX 
dashboard.

Carpet brushing 
machine

Quick and effortless dry 
cleaning and brushing of car 
mats, thanks to powerful 
suction connected to the 
central vacuum system.



Thanks to our global 
network of distributors, 
our systems can be 
installed in over 40 
countries. Even when 
complete system is 
just being delivered, 
local installers can 
easily get started 
thanks to our detailed 
drawings, installation 
manuals, and online 
support if needed.

Australia
Canberra

Belgium
Fosse-la-Ville

France
Heillecourt

Germany
Salzhausen

Italy
Sassari

Kazakhstan
Astana

Lithuania
Kaunas

Norway
Tiller

Poland
Augustów

Spain
Barcelona

The Netherlands
Rijssen

United States
Texas

Our boundless
solutions
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ERGOX Ltd.
Venlosesteenweg 149
B-3680 Maaseik
Belgium

+32 (0)89 244 529
info@ergox.com

www.ergox.com

NEW!
ALL-IN-ONEKIOSK

DISCOVER ALL THE BENEFITS:→	Vacuuming
→	Tire pressure check→	Windshield washer fluid refill→	Interior and glass cleaning→	Wipes dispenser
→	Giving tires a shiny look→	Compatible with loyalty cards


